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This paper presents a rural transportation cost 
model which was developed while determining po
tential future demand for UMTA capital and op
erating assistance in rural areas. The model 
is designed to account for all costs incurred 
in the operation of a rural transit system, 
with considerations given to regional location, 
firm size and public/private ownership charac
teristics. The bulk of the data used to deve
lop this model came from the Section 147 Demon
stration funded by FHWA and UMTA. By combining 
the cost information and the information avail
able on operating characteristics, a standard
ized cost per vehicle mile can be calculated for 
a given vehicle type. Several conclusions re
garding costs are noteworthy: 1) Total operat
ing costs per vehicle mile are highest in the 
Northeast and Pacific coast states. 2) In rural 
transit operations, the bulk of the total system 
costs are directly attributable to drivers wages, 
overhead costs, and vehicle capital costs. 3) 
Economies of scale are not obvious in rural 
transportation operations. 

This paper presents considerations designed to 
account for all costs incurred in the operation of 
a rural transit system. Included are considerations 
for geographic locations, firm size, use of volun
teer services and public/private ownership consid
erations. 

The majority of the data used to design this 
model was drawn from the Section 147 Rural Transit 
Demonstrations funded by FHWA and UMTA, and from 
the actual operating reports submitted by private 
transportation companies in the States of Pennsyl
vania and Washington. This data contained cost in
formation on individual cost items and information 
on the relationships between related cost elements. 
Because the program is nationwide, information on 
regional characteristics was readily available. By 
combining the cost element information and some 
basic operating characteristics, a "standardized" 
system costing can be produced. 

Cost Elements 

Seventeen major cost elements are presented in 
Table 1. The elements are divided into two major 
categories: 1) operating costs and 2) capital 
costs. 

The operating costs are the expenses incurred 
in actual transportation operations, while the capi
tal costs represent costs of equipment depreciation 
and interest charges on the use of capital equip
ment. Capital costs can be divided among two types 
of equipment costs: vehicle costs and dispatching 
equipment costs. It is assumed that all other cap
ital equipment and facilities are rented. 

Table 1 displays the seventeen cost variables 
and the output variables which infJuence the cost 
factors. Four output variables are distinguished, 
namely: 1) vehicle miles, 2) vehicle hours, 3) num
ber of vehicles, and 4) all other operating costs 
(except for overhead). 

Total Costs 

The total system costs are the summation of the 
five major cost categories: costs dependent on ve
hicle miles, costs dependent on vehicle hours, costs 
dependent on number (and type) of vehicles, capital 
costs, and overhead costs. It would be a long, but 
not impossible task, to determine total system cost 
by calculating each component and adding the parts 
to arrive at a grand total. The process is greatly 
simplified if all costs can be defined by a common 
denominator. By "standardizing" the cost elements, 
it is possible to quickly determine the proportion 
of total costs allocated to each cost category or 
cost element. 

Cost Factors Dependent on Vehicle Types 

Table 2 displays the cost elements which are de
pendent on the type of vehicle operated by the tran
sit system. Table 2 also presents some average 
values for various cost items including vehicle ac
quisition costs, fuel costs, and the cost of tags 
and licenses for _the various vehicle types. The 
operating speeds presented in this table are aver
ages and will vary according to the road surface, 
topography, and population density in the service 
area. 
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Table 1. Cost Element Structure for Rural Transportation Systems 

Overall ~Measures 
Cost Elements Cost Category Driving Costs 

Per vehicle mile l. Fuel 
2. Oil 
3. Tires and Tubes 
4. Vehicle Repairs & Ma.intanance-

Parts 
s. Vehicle Repairs & Maintenam:e• 

Non Voltmteer Ulbor 
6. Vehic:le Repairs & Maintenance• 

Volunteer labor 

Per vehic:lo !>ours 7. Drivers Wages - Non Volunteer 
labor 

8. Drivers Wages - Volunteer l.3bor 
9. Dispatchor Wages - Non Volunteer 

OPERATING labor 
COSTS 10. Dispatcher Wages - Volunteer 

labor 

Per vehicle 11. InsuTI111ce 
12. Mai:ntcnanco of Dispatching Equip-

ment. (]lase and Mobile £quip-
uU:U t.J 

13. Driver cxaminat ion & Training, 
Licen<:e OJ!d Tags 

14. Vehicle stornge costs (including 
covered storage and shelt<>rs) 

Per all other 
15. General and Administrative operating 

Overhead Expenses costs 

CAPITAL COSTS Per vehic:le mile 16. Vehicle capital costs 
(including de- and 17. Dlspa.tching equipnent c:ipitnJ. 
preciation & per vehicle costs (incl.Uding diS'Oatching 
interest baso", ropeaters and mobile 
charges) equipment) 

Table 2. Cost Factors Dependent on Vehicle l'ypes ~FY1977 

Parametric 
Vehicle Types (i) 

Cost Factor NJ.to/ Snail Medium Large School Description Station Van Transit Transit Transit Bus Wagon Bus Bus Bus 

Capacity (in 5-9 10-12 20 30 so 44 adult seats) 

Operating- speed 30 25 18 18 15 15 (miles per hour) 

Vehicle Acquisi· 
$5,500-

$65,000 $18,000 tion Cost - 7,000 $9,000 $17,000 $:S:S,000 
Standard 

Vehicle Acquisi -
tion Cost • with Not ap- $11,000 $20,000 $37,000 $70,000 $21,000 lifts and wheel plicable 
chair modificat: 

Types of fuel gasoline gasoline gasoline diesel diesel gasoline 

Fuel Consumption 
rate (miles per 13-12 10-9 
gallon) 

7 6 s 7 

Price per gallon $0.65 $0.6S $0.65 $0.49 $0.49 $0.65 of fuel 

Tires and tubes $0.006 $0.01 $0.02 $0.023 $0.05 $0.04 cost per mile 

Vehicle repairs 
$0.04S $0.07 $0.09 $0.12S $0.15 $0.14 and maint. <>X· 

pense per mile 

Relative insur-
ance costs (rel· 0.75 1.0 
ative to vans) 

1.5 2.0 2.S 2.0 

Annual cost of 
Driver, Exam, 
Training, Lie. 
and tags per 

$75 $100 $200 $300 $500 $500 

vehicle 

Vehicle service 
130,000 110,000 life in miles 200,000 300,000 500,000 500,000 



The Parametric Cost Equations 

As noted earlier, Table 1 displays the seventeen 
cost elements and the system variables which drive 
each output. It would be advantageous to describe 
total system costs in terms of one system output: 
vehicle miles. Therefore, it is necessary to com
bine all the variables and cost elements into one 
expression which explains all cost attr~butable to 
a given system output. Then by converting all the 
system output equations into equations representing 
costs per vehicle mile, the total cost per vehicle 
mile can be determined. 

The first step in this pt-ocess (producing cost 
equations for each system output) is represented by 
equations (1), (2), (3) , (4) , and (5). Each of 
these equations represents the total system costs 
attributable to a given system output or combination 
of outputs. The equations account for all the cost 
elements and variables related to the given system 
output. 

(OCVM.) = I [(l+a)(a k)(y T)(l/mpg, )(PF.)] + 
l ) s' s' l. l 

+[C\ti) + (ok)(p)(rei)] + 

+ [(ok)( l -p)(rei)(l-VR)] i (VMi) + 

+ (ok)(i-p)(re. )(VR)(VM.) 
l l 

(OCVHi) = (l+fR)(DWR) r (1-VD) (~:) + 

+ (~~W) (1-VPD) (:H) J (VHi) + 

+ (8) (1-fR)(DVWR) l(VD) (~:)+ 
(VDP) (VH.) 

l 

(ocv.) = [(INS. )(INSR) + (MR)(DR. )(DMCT) + 
l l l 

+ (LIC.) + (DR. )(FCC) + (SC)] (N.) 
l l l 

OVERHEAD = (OVRATEF) z:= (OCVMi) + (OCVHi) + 

i 

+ (ocv.) 
l 

CCI l(DR.)(CRF )(tvd.)(DSCT)(STATT)] + 
1. n,r 1. 

+ l(CRF .) (1-CG)(VC.)(tv.) + 
n,r,1 1 1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where 

OCVM. 
l 

PF. 
l 

a 

t. 
l 

p 

re. 
l 

VR 

VM. 
l 

Y:;; ,k 

OCVH. 
l 

VDP 

DH 
VH 

DPW 
iSw' 

DPH 
VII 

e 

annual operating costs which are de
pendent on vehicle miles, for vehicle 
type i 
miles per gallon of fuel for vehicle 
type i 
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price per gallon of fuel for vehicle 
type i (with different prices for gaso
line and diesel depending on the type 
of engine) 
proportion that oil and lubrication 
costs per mile are of fuel costs 
expenses in tires and tubes per vehicle 
mile for vehicle type i 
proportion that expenses in parts are 
of the total costs of repairs and main
tenance of the vehicles 
expenses in vehicle repairs and main
tenance per vehicle mile for vehicle 
type i 
proportion of volunteer labor out of 
the total labor hours spent on vehicle 
repairs and maintenance (for non-vol
unteers systems VR = 0) 
annual vehicle mileage driven by ve
hicle type i 
cost parameter representing increases 
in repair costs due to road surface 
conditions (k=l paved, k=2 gravel, 
k=3 earth roads) 
cost parameters denoting increases in 
fuel costs due to speeds and paving 
conditions k. 
cost parameters denoting increases in 
full comsumption due to speeds and 
topography T. 
cost parameter denoting increases in 
tires and tubes cost due to road sur
face condition k. 
annual operating costs which are de
pendent on vehicle hours, for vehicle 
type i 
fringe benefit rate (ratio of fringe 
benefits to wages) in region, R 
driver hourly wage rate in region R 

inputed driver volunteer wage rate in 
region R 
proportion of volunteer driver hours 
out of total driver hours 
proportion of volunteer dispatcher 
hours out of total dispatcher hours 
ratio of driver hours to vehicle hours 
(in large systems this ratio is 1.1, 
while for most systems it is 1.0) 
ratio of dispatcher hourly wage to 
driver wages. While this ratio shows 
some variability, it is usually 1.0. 
An exception occurs in instances where 
some supervisory personnel are used in 
dispatching on a part-time basis, in 
which case the ratio becomes 1.10. 
ratio of dispatcher hours to vehicle 
hours. This ratio is very volatile, 
its mean is 0.25 ranging from a low of 
0.10 to a high of o.40 
annual vehicle hours of operation of 
vehicle type i 
1 if volunteer labor costs are to be in
puted in the calculation of social 
costs, 0 if volunteer labor costs are 
not inputed, that is, if only monetary 
costs are analyzed. 
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ocv. 
J_ 

INS. 
J_ 

DR . 
J_ 

LIC. 
J_ 

SC 

STATT 

DMCT 

OVERHEAD 

OVRATE 

OCM. 

CCI 
CG 
VC. 

J_ 

J_ 

tvi 
tvd. 

J_ 

CRF 
n,r 

annual operating costs which are de
pendent on the number of vehicles for 
vehicle type i 
relative ratio of insurance costs for 
vehicle type i to the annual insurance 
cost o:r a 10-12 seat van (INS. = 1. 5 
for 20-seat small transit bus~ 2.0 for 
both 30-seat medium transit and for 
school buses, and is 2.5 for the large 
50-seat transit bus) 
annual cost of insurance for a basic 
10-12 seat van in region R 
proportion that dispatch equipment 
annual maintenance costs are of the 
acquisition cost of the dispatching 
equipment. 
1 if the vehicle is part of a demand 
responsive system, 0 if not 
annual cost of driver examination, 
training and tags, (varies from lo
cality to locality) 
:.:c::-..:c..: .:.v.:-/..:. vI' a.u ..1.' uv .1 a.U..i.u ura.ns
mission license; applicable only to 
demand responsive systems 
annual vehicle storage costs per 
vehicle 
number of vehicles of type in the 
fleet 
cost of acquisition and installation 
per station of demand responsive sys
tems including base, antenna and re
peaters 
number of stations per county accord
ing to topographic type T. 
cost of acquisition and installation 
of mobile radio units 
annual overhead expenses for the 
rural transportation system 
overhead rate which varies according 
to firm type F. Among the tYJ)P.R 0f 
firms are Welfare System, city owned 
and privately owned. 
annual operating costs which are de
pendent on vehicle miles for vehicle 
type i 
annual operating costs which are de
pendent on vehicle hours, for vehicle 
type i 
annual operating costs which are de
pendent on the number of vehicles for 
vehicle type i 
annual capital cost for vehicle type i 
UMTA capital grant subsidy rate 
vehicle acquisition cost for vehicle i 
proportion terminal value of vehicle i 

proportion terminal value of aispatch
ing equipment type i 
capital recovery factor for n years, 
and rate of interest r 

The second step in producing the "standardized" 
cost model requires that the equations be stated in 
terms of a common system output . Dy 1nultiplying 
eque.l;ion (2) by the average ope1·ating speed or the 
vehicle, t his equation can be coverted to represent 
costs per venic le mile . By multiplying equation 
(3) by the annual vehicJ.e miles travelled per ve
hicJ.e the swne result ce.n be realized. Fin8.11y, 
the e~uo.Lion representing ca:pital cosi,s equation 
( 5) can be muUiplied by oue over the expected lire 
of the vehicle (in vehi.cle miles) to yield an r.qua
tion 1·epresenting capital costs per mile . 13y multi
plying the indicated equations by tlte correc·t factor, 

the only system output remaining in the equations 
will be vehicle miles. 

It should be noted that the final equation can 
be adjusted to fit any system. By specifying the 
correct topographical conditions and sel-vice speci
fications , the cost per mile for a particular system 
can be determ·ned. 

Regionally-Oriented Cost Factors 

Adjustments for regional differences in cost 
fM:tors must begin by defining the regions . We have 
oi sti.nguished four census reglonc : l } S0uLl1 2) 
NortheasL/MidA !.antic (involving New Elngland , and 
the Mid-Al;lantic States), 3) Midwest/Mountain and 
11) Pacific Region {involving California, Oregon, 
Washington, Alaska, and Hawaii). 

Cost factors which vary by region include wage 
rates, fringe benefits, and insurance costs. The 
typical cost factors used in this study are pres
ented in Table 3. These ~o~t. f'::if"t.nr!=: 1,r,:::,,r ,:::,, nc:nr,:::, 1 ':';'~~

for FY1977 from the information presented in the 
Section 147 demonstrations . As a general rule there 
is a divergence in wage rates and insurance costs 
across regions. The insurance rates vary widely at 
the state level, while wages vary within states, de
pending on the unionization of the project staff. 
Faced with these wide divergences we note in Table 
3 the "ide ranges of experiences within each region. 
It is obvious from Table 3 that the highest cost per 
vehicle mile of transit operation are found in the 
Northeast and Pacific regions. This is mainly due 
to the significantly higher wage rates, fringe bene
fits, and insurance costs in these regions. 

Cost Factors Unaffected by Vehicle Type and 
Regional Location 

In addition to the cost factors which are vari
ant according to regional location and vehicle type, 
several cost factors and cost relationships; were 
constant across all vehicle types and all locations. 
These cost f actors a.nd cost relationships are pre
sented in Table 4. It should be noted that these 
costs were fairly constant although cost items such 
as vehicle storage costs will vary depending on the 
sophistication of the facilities. Several other 
costs, including the ratio of dispatchers hours to 
vehicle hours and the ratio of drivers hours to ve
hicle hours varied slightly depending on the size 
of the firm . The ratio of oil and J.ubr'cation cost,s 
to fuel costs , the proportion oi' par Ls in ,,ehicle 
repairs and maintenance costs , and the ratio of dis
patching equi:pmenL maintenance to. dis.patching acqui
sition costs all exhibit constant values. 

An Example 

'!'able 5 pl·ovides an example of the cos-f..ing ana
l ys.j s presented in this paper . To illustrate the 
methodology a hypothetica] transit system was as
suined to be o_peral.ing in the Northeast region with 
5 vehicles, each or which covered 25 ,000 miles unnu
a.ll;y. The tables present the resulting component. 
costs for eacb 01' six vehicle types . All costs in 
the tables are per vehicle mile . An overhead rate 
equal to 31% of all operating costs was used. 

This costing system is convenient from several 
standpoints . It alJ.ows an irnmediste examination of 
how the total costs of a system are allocated . Sim
ply diyiding the fuel cost pe1· mile by the total 
cost per mile yields the percentage of total costs 
allocated to :fuel . The costs presented in this 



paper were compiled from several sources and accu
rately represent average conditions in the four geo
graphic regions. 

A Note on Economies of Scale 

This cost model does not include any adjustments 
for economies of scale resulting from large rural 
transit operations. Dr. Gary Nelson has found that 
the elasticity of transit costs with respect to bus 
miles is in the range of ,98 to 1.01. (1:_) This is 
approximately one, implying that transit costs in
crease proportionally with increases in bus miles. 
Dr. Nelson points out the fact that the fixed capi
tal costs, which are very high for fixed rail sys
tems, are low for bus transit systems. Since the 
bulk of bus transit costs are variable costs, it is 
almost impossible to realize any economies of scale. 

Dr. Nelson's findings are supported by David R. 
Miller in his article on urban bus transit costs. 
(_g_) He notes that scale economies are realized only 
by systems with extremely small operations. Dr. 
Roger Koenker also concluded that there are no eco
nomies of scale in the trucking industry, in the 
long run. Dr. Koenker's research indicates some 
economies of scale in the short run, which he att
ributes mainly to accounting peculiarities. (]_) 

In this model, the only fixed costs per vehicle 
are insurance, vehicle storage costs, and driver 
exam and licensing costs. These costs represent 
only a small percentage of total operating costs. 
By driving the vehicles more miles per year, some 
economies of scale could be realized by reduced 
costs per mile in the insurance, vehicle storage, 
and licensing cost categories. But, increasing the 
number of yearly miles a vehicle is driven may cause 
increases in repair costs. 

Therefore, this model assumes that there are no 
economies of scale for rural transit operations. 

Table 3 , Cost Factors Dependent on Regional 
Characteristics~ FY1977 

Par.,metric Regions 
Range of Cost Factor Symbol 

Table 4. Cost Factors Unaffected by Vehicle Type 
and location Characteristics~ FY1977 

Parametric 
Cost Factor 
Description 

Proportion of oil and 
lubrication cost of 
fuel costs 

Proportion of parts in 
vehicle repairs and 
maintenance costs 

Ratio of dispatching 
equiPffl"llt maintenance 
costs to dispatching 
equipment acquisition 
costs. 

Ratio of dispatching 
hourly wages to driver 
hourly wages 

Ratio of dispatcher 
hours to vehicle hours 

Ratio of driver hours 
to vehicle hours 

License cost for an 
FCC radio transmis
sion license 

Annual storage costs 
per vehicle 

General and adminis
trative overhead 
expense rate 

Parametric 
Cost Factor 

Value 

a.as 

0.50 

0.10 

1.0 

0.25 

1.0 

$30.00 

$500.00 

0.31 

Observations 

This ratio generally in 
creases to 1.10 when
ever supervisory per
sonnel axe used for dis 
patching on a part-time 
basis 

This ratio has a wide 
variance, ranging from 
a law of 0.10 to a high 
of O. 40. The ratio did 
appear to be related to 
firm size or region of 
the counnv. 

This ratio becomes 1.1 
in some of the larger 
syst"115 with more than 
20 buses. 

This rate varies from 
31 percent for private 
canpanies in Permsyl -
vania and the state 
of Washington to 46 

+------!percent .for social wel-

0.46 

fare transportation 
systems 

Estimates Northeast/ Midwest/ Description South Mid-Atlantic Mountain Pacific 

low $2.10 $2.40 $2.30 $2.65 

Driver Hourly mean 2.50 3.50 3.22 4.26 

Wage Rate DWR 
high Z.90 4.30 4.20 5.72 

highest" 3.54 6.00 4.90 7.0r!"* 

Fringe Benefit 
fR mean 0.15 0.18 0.15 0.18 Rate 

low $ 350 $ 450 $ 300 $ 410 
Annual Insur-
ance Cos ts per IN5R_ mean 695 1,000 450 730 
10-12 Seat Van 

high 1,200 1,200· 1,200 1,200 

Notes: •the highest cost figures represent wage conditions typical of 
unionized labor force and wages paid in non-urbanized a?'eas of 
metropolitan counties. 

Hdriver wage rates of $10. 00 per hour characterize the applications 
from Alaska. 

Source: Ecosometric,5 Incorporated. Tabulations from the Section 147 Rural 
Public Highway Transportation Demonstrations 
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Table 5. Typical Demand Responsive Rural Transpor
tation Costs Per Vehicle Mile Northeast 
and Mid-Atlantic Region - FY1977) 

cosrs PER VEHICLE MILE 

/>JJ.to/ Small Medium Large School Station Van Transit Transit Transit 
Wagon Bus Bus Bus 

Adult Seats 8 12 20 30 so 
Operating speeds 

30 2S 18 18 1S (miles per hour) 

Cost Categoriesa 

Fuel 0. 052 0.069 0.093 0.081 0.097 
Oil 0.003 0. 003 0.004 0. 004 0. 005 
Tires and tubes o. 006 0.010 0.020 0.023 o.oos 

· Vehicle repairs al1d. 
0. 045 0.070 0.090 0.125 0.150 maintenance 

Driver wages and 
0.138 0.165 0.229 0.229 0.275 fringe benefits 

u1spatcner wages and 
0. 035 0.041 0.057 0.057 0.069 fringe benefits 

Insurance 0.030 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.100 

Maintenance of dis- 0.006 0 . 006 0.006 0.006 0.006 patching equipnent 

Driver exam, tram-
ing, licenses and 0.004 0.005 0.009 0.013 0.021 
tags 

Vehicle storage costs 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 
Gene:ral and a.dminis-

0.105 0.134 0.184 0.199 0.233 trative expenses 

Vehicle capital costs 0.064 0.105 0.127 0.194 0.305 
Dispatching equip-

0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 ment capital costs 

Total costs per 
vehicle mile o. 519 0.679 0.910 1. 042 1. 297 
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